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Abstract - The paper presents actual data regarding the indirect evaporative 

cooling (IEC). This cooling technology is promising to develop within the close to 

future because of its terribly low energy consumption and high potency in it vary 

of applications. The review is presenting in details: theory, operating principles, 

flow and construction. The IEC instrumentality and technology is appropriate in 

several air-con applications: industrial, industrial, residential or knowledge 

centers. The IEC technology is totally environmentally friendly and has terribly 

low heating impact. The only disadvantage of IEC is that the water consumption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The evaporative cooling (EC) innovation depends on 

warmth and mass exchange among air and cooling water 

[1]. Direct evaporative cooling (DEC) depends on 

mechanical and warm contact among air and water, while 

indirect evaporative cooling (IEC) depends on warmth and 

mass exchange between two floods of air, isolated by a 

warmth move surface with a dry side where just air is 

cooling and a wet side where both air and water are 

cooling. Both DEC and IEC are portrayed by high energy 

effectiveness yet in addition by huge water utilization rates.  

On account of IEC innovation, on the dry side of the 

warmth move surface (dry surface), is streaming the 

essential (or item) air that is chilling off. On the wet side of 

the warmth move surface (wet surface), is streaming the 

auxiliary (or working) air in combination with water. The 

objective of this examination is to introduce from both 

subjective and quantitative perspective, the accessible 

logical data concerning various angles identified with the 

IEC: development standards, stream plans and working 

cycles. 

II.  DIRECT EVAPORATIVE COOLING (DEC) 

Direct evaporative coolers lower the temperature of air 

victimization the principle of evaporating cooling, not like 

typical air-con systems that use vapor-compression 

refrigeration or absorption refrigeration [2]. Direct phase 

change cooling is that the conversion of liquid water into 

vapor victimization the thermal energy within the air, 

leading to a lower air temperature [3]. The energy required 

to evaporate the water is taken from the air within the sort 

of smart heat, that affects the temperature of the air, and 

born-again into heat energy, the energy gift within the 

water vapor element of the air, while the air remains at a 

continuing heat content price [4]. This conversion of smart 

heat to heat energy is understood as associate degree 
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isenthalpic method as a result of it happens at a continuing 

heat content price. 

Direct evaporative cooling thus causes a visit the 

temperature of air proportional to the smart heat drop and a 

rise in humidness proportional to the heat energy gain [5]. 

Cooling with phase change is shown using a psychometric 

graph by determining the beginning air condition and 

travelling along a line of continuous heat content to a high 

moisture state. 

Sweat, produced by the body and cooling the body via 

evaporation is a simple example of evaporative cooling. 

[6]. While it varies on the level of evaporation, a pair of 

257 kJ of energy (about 890 heating unit per pound of pure 

water at 95 °F (35 °C)) was vaporised for every kilo of 

water, ar was transported. The rate of evaporation relies on 

air temperature and humidity, which is why sweat builds 

more in wet days since it doesn't evaporate rapidly [7]. 

III. INDIRECT EVAPORATIVE COOLING (IEC) 

Indirect evaporative Cooling (IEC) systems will lower 

air temperature while not adding wet into the air, creating 

them the additional enticing possibility over the direct 

ones. In associate degree indirect phase change air cooling 

system, the first (product) air passes over the dry aspect of 

a plate, and therefore the secondary (working) air passes 

over the other wet aspect [8]. The wet aspect air absorbs 

heat from the dry aspect air with aid of water evaporation 

on the wet surface of the plate and so cools the dry aspect 

air; whereas the heat energy of the volatilized water is 

transmitted into the operating air within the wet aspect [9]. 

If the merchandise air of the Indirect cooling (IEC) system 

travels counter flow manner to the operating air at associate 

degree applicable air-flow-ratio and across an infinite area, 

the temperature of the merchandise air within the dry 

aspect of the plate can reach the wet-bulb temperature of 

the incoming operating air [10]. The temperature of the 

operating air within the wet aspect of the plate are going to 

be lowered from its incoming dry- bulb temperature to the 

incoming wet bulb temperature. However, the particular 

impact is that solely 40-80% of the incoming air wet- bulb 

temperature may be achieved. The explanations for the 

reduced cooling effectiveness area unit investigated, giving 

identification of many attributing facts:  

1. There’s restricted heat exchanging surface area 

2. None pure counter flow pattern may well be achievable  

3. Uniform and even water distribution over the wet sides 

 of the plate is difficult to get. 

 

Figure 1. Block Diagram 

Arrangement Details: 

1. Air inlet with FAN and motor arrangement. 

2. Air Outlet to Room with FAN and Motor 

Arrangement. 

3. Heat Exchanger Arrangement 

4. Water distribution Arrangement for heat 

exchanger 

5. Air Filtration Arrangement  

6. Water Distribution Arrangement for Sprinkle 

water. 

7. Cooling Pad Arrangement 

8. Power Arrangement 

9. Water Collection Arrangement. 

10. Connections  

IV. PROGRESSED CROSS FLOW REGENERATIVE 

EVAPORATIVE AIR COOLER 

According to the specialized development and most 

recent patterns contemplated here adequately made a high-

level cooling system can be valuable for industry, home, 

schools and universities, clinic, industrial facilities, 

theaters, shopping centers [11]. This system utilizes DC 

engine with following particulars. This task utilizes cross 

flow heat exchanger and delta and outlet air course of 

action for cooling. This system is power hopeful and stun 

safe [12]. This system utilizes sprinkle course of action of 

water in order to create advance cooling. This total system 
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having different game plans these are Air delta and outlet 

course of action, Condenser plan, cooling cushions, cooling 

arch, Water vault. This total system utilizes battery of 12v 

DC and 8 amp so complete system ready to chip away at 

battery so no odds of stun and necessity of force is less. 

This system enjoying a few benefits for example Stun 

Resistant, Easy to utilize, basic course of action, water 

Sprinkle game plan, High speed cooling FAN, Minimum 

Use of Water, Long Life [13].  

This venture utilizes cooling tube alongside condenser 

and delta and out let air plan for cooling. This system is 

power hopeful and stun safe. This system utilizes sprinkle 

plan of water to create advance cooling. This total system 

having different plans these are Air Bay and outlet course of 

action, Condenser plan, cooling cushions, cooling vault, 

Water arch [14]. This total system utilizes battery of 12V 

DC and 8 Amp so complete system ready to chip away at 

battery so no odds of stun and necessity of force is less. This 

system enjoying a few benefits for example Stun Resistant, 

Easy to utilize, straightforward plan, water Sprinkle course 

of action, high speed cooling [15]. 

A. This Project consists of 4 distinct Units 

 Fan and motor 

 Heat exchanger 

 Air filter 

 Water pump  

 Cooling pads 

B. Advantages 

 Shock Resistant 

 Easy to use 

 Simple arrangement 

 Water Sprinkle arrangement 

 High seed cooling FAN 

 Extra food arrangement within same arrangement 

 Minimum Use of Water 

 Long Life 

C. Applications 

 School and colleges 

 Home 

 Hospitals 

 Shopping Malls 

 Factories and Industries 

 Auditoriums 

 Flats and complexes 

V. RESULT, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Less than 36% of the total number of sources evaluated 

presents actual data on materials and shape of the IEC study 

structure. The interest in the IEC in the scientific 

community has steadily risen, which is demonstrated by the 

widening of the divisions between references after 2010 and 

the increased number of references in recent years. The 

large number of 20 nations in the globe that are covered by 

the IEC is shown by the USA SPA, GBR, CHN, etc. 

 

Figure 2: Temperature with respect to time 

In this paper we have done a study on regenerative 

evaporative cooler. Which is promising innovation 

dependent on complex warmth move between air on one 

side and air-water on opposite side.  

The investigation presents hypothetical and reasonable 

angles related with the IEC including: hypothesis, 

development. Principles; stream plans; working conditions 

and boundaries of execution.  

According to the calculation perspective, were 

recognized developments dependent on flat and vertical 

plates, but also based on horizontal tubes. 

The distinctive stream plans permit the utilization of 

outside and inside air both as essential and as auxiliary air, 

in applications dependent on (0...100)% outside air. It was 

recognized as normal the utilization of recovery, comprising 
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in recycling a piece of the cooled essential air, as auxiliary 

air, in R-IEC gear. Numerous references are committed to 

the investigation of complex stream M-IEC gadgets. 
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